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Maximum Productivity
Combining total cordless freedom, optimum user comfort and powerful and 
professional cleaning results, the RSB150NX maximises cleaning productivity.

Stay Cleaning for Longer
New NX300 36V Battery Technology delivers 300Wh capacity with a market leading
80 minutes of consistent, powerful cleaning, giving you more time to get the job done. 

Performance you can Trust
Equipped with our new 350W digital brushless motor, the RSB150NX is our most 
powerful cordless motor yet.

NX300 Network
With just one simple battery network, cleaning and swapping batteries between 
machines has never been easier. 

Why Buy
RSB150NX?

Hard to Reach Becomes Easy to Clean 
Freedom to clean without limitation, plus versatile accessory kit for carpets, hard-
floors and precision cleaning. 

Optimum User Comfort
Ergonomically designed with easy-adjust harness, handy tool storage and simple, 
integrated hand control, providing optimum user comfort and convenience.

Safer Cleaning
With no cable, the RSB150NX minimises the risk of slips, trips and falls, making it 
the ideal cleaning solution for cleaning tighter spaces and public areas.

Long Runtime

Powerful
Cleaning

Cordless 
Freedom

User Comfort

Quick Charge
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Productivity

Maximum Productivity

Combining total cordless freedom, user comfort, powerful and professional cleaning results, the 
RSB150NX maximises cleaning productivity, delivering the results you need without compromise. 
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Stay Cleaning for Longer

New NX300 36V Battery Technology delivers 300Wh energy storage capacity with 80mins of consistent powerful 
cleaning, designed and engineered to give the optimum balance of performance, runtime and quick charge. 

Off-board NX Quick Charge Station recharges to 80% in just 1 hour for unstoppable cordless cleaning. Easy 
operation of the machine allows for both instant on/off operation to save maximum power and simple LCD battery 
charge indicator displays precisely how much charge is remaining.

STAY CLEANING
for Longer
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Performance
YOU CAN TRUST

Performance you can Trust

Equipped with a newly developed high-performance 350W digital brushless motor, the RSB150NX is our 
most powerful cordless motor yet, delivering a 40% increase in airflow and suction.
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NX300 Network 

The NX300 cleaning network brings the convenience and performance of professional cordless cleaning 
across our growing battery range. Bringing the benefits of NX300 cordless technology to your cleaning, 
increasing productivity and saving time and money. 

NX300
Network
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HARD TO REACH 
becomes

EASY TO CLEAN

Hard to Reach becomes Easy to Clean

Freedom to clean without limitation; lightweight, comfortable and faster. An absolute must for cleaning in 
confined spaces, such as cinemas, theatres, buses, trains and aircraft. The compact, slimline design 
allows complete freedom of operation in the tightest of spaces.
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Optimum User
COMFORT

Optimum User Comfort

Ergonomically designed with easy-adjust, posture-correcting harness and handy tool storage. 
Simple, integrated hand control provides optimum user-comfort, meaning less stretching, bending down, 
twisting and full control always. The breathable mesh panel allows air to flow and to keep the user cool 
and comfortable. 

Breathable mesh panel Adjustable harness

Waistbelt tool storage

Easy battery change

Integrated hand control
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SAFER
Cleaning

Safer Cleaning

With no cable, the RSB150NX minimises the risk of slips, trips and falls, making it the ideal cleaning 
solution for tighter spaces, day cleaning and public areas with high footfall. 
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Product Specifications

Specification subject to change without prior notice.  ©Numatic International Limited 2020.

AA30E Kit

RucSac Battery
RSB150NX

Capacity (L) 5 Runtime (mins) Hi 50 / Lo 80

Motor (W) 350 Recharge (mins) 80% - 60
100% - 120

Weight (KG) 8.2 Power 36

Suction H2O (MM) 1896 Airflow (L/sec) 24

Kit AA30E Dimensions (WxLxH) 330x330x470mm

Available Assets

Product Information

Product Images 

Lifestyle Images

Video 
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